EXPERIENCE OF THE INDIVIDUAL

* A symposium held at ihe Minnesota Center for Philosophy of Science. University
of Minnesota, May 17, 1954.

I shall contend that the difference in point of view involved still
remains of the greatest importance, and that, if maintained, the longrange consequences of the dominant behavioristic emphasis will prove
crippling for the development of psychology. Let us assume that psychology aims toward an understanding of all, including the most valued
and most specifically human levels, of behavior and experience. Let us
also assume that psychology as a science attempts, in an increasingly
adequate fashion, to characterize the most significant features, at all
levels, of the events we regard as psychological; to identify their determining conditions; and, most essentially, to state with increasing
specificity the interrelations between such events and their conditionsthat is, to formulate psychological laws.
We shall not be concerned with problems of the logical characteristics
of the linguistic structure of science but rather with the basis in observation which is presupposed by any such analysis. The question which I
propose to consider is the following: How is the actual and potential
achievement of the aims of science just mentioned influenced by the
practicing scientist's formal view of the role of experience in science?
To restate the problem: What is the relation that may obtain at a
stage of development of a science comparable to the present state of
psychology between the breadth of its observation base and the character of its content in terms of functional relationships? In particular, we
shall consider the limitations which a marked restriction of the range
of experience regarded as scientifically usable or legitimate may have
both upon the further development of psychology as a science and also
upon the interrelationships between scientific psychology and other
branches of knowledge concerning human behavior, such as the humanities.
What I have to say has little direct bearing upon the hygienic analyses of previous improprieties in the use of language in science which
have been vigorously furthered by the philosophers of science in recent
decades. I wish to point out, however, some of the unfortunate consequences which have resulted from acceptance by psychologists of these
methodological emphases without viewing them in proper perspective
to the psychologist's total task as a scientist. As a scientist, his total
task involves the discovery, as well as the ordering and the verification
of relevant knowledge. The psychologists' methodology of verification
indeed needed re-analysis. Here I am concerned chiefly to inquire into
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The Significance of Experience of the Individual
for the Science of Psychology

The present essay consists substantially of a paper presented as , part
of a symposium on current behavioristic theory and methodology.* It
was expected that my contribution might approach the subject from
the contrasting point of view of Gestalt theory. Initially, the two theories differed in a number of basic ways. Central among these differences
were these: at the methodological level, their systematic treatments of
conscious experience; at the empirical level, their differential stress
upon the factor of organization; at the theoretical level; their differing
stresses upon "peripheral" factors vs. "brain" processes, and the general properties of those central brain processes-i.e., their atomistic vs.
field character. On the one hand, Gestalt psychologists have, within the
last twenty-five years, failed to increase markedly the specificity of their
statements concerning the detailed properties of Gestalt processes and
their determining conditions. Certain neo-behavioristic theories, on the
other hand, have incorporated into their systems functional equivalents
of such processes (cf. Hull's afferent neural interaction, 10). Others
have so modified their original stresses as to obscure any general differences between theirs and the Gestalt position. Only the first-mentioned
difference still remains fundamental-namely, the difference accorded,
at least in practice, to the scientific status of experience. It is this difference that I propose to examine, in its relation to the potential content of the science of psychology. The word "experience" will here be
used to refer in a general way to what has variously been termed awareness, conscious or direct experience, the phenomenal world, or, though
I dislike the term, simply consciousness.
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the consequences for psychology of the quasi-emotionally based rejection of direct experience for other aspects of his scientific task.
Although the historical development of the behavioristic view of
the status of conscious or direct experience in the science of psychology
is well known, reference here to certain aspects of it is instructive.
Titchener envisaged the primary tasks of psychology as the analytical
description of conscious experience and the specification of its determining conditions. Watson reacted against this exclusive interest in the
analysis of experience rather than of behavior. In itself this was a
healthy reaction to Titchener's radical restriction of the subject matter
of psychology. Unfortunately Watson's own initial denial of the existence of conscious experience ·constituted just as drastic an amputation
upon the body of psychology-one which in its practical consequences
was not reversed by his later formal admission of its existence. For the
"ontological" status of conscious experience as a vital aspect of many
of the events constituting the referents of psychological constructs was
still implicitly denied, as was its "functional" status as a direct observation base of psychology. However complex his own reasons for this
rejection of experience, his most valid scientific one was the failure of
the refined Titchenerian "introspective" method to yield consistent
results especially when applied to the analysis of complex experiences.
Clearly, consistency or inter-individual agreement in observation is,
in some sense, a central and irreducible requirement of scientific method,
and the full force of Watson's criticism has never been adequately dealt
with by his theoretical opponents. There has been too much of a tendency to insist upon the desirability, and even in general terms the
necessity, of recognizing phenomenal reality or direct experience; not
enough of a detailed spelling out of a convincing methodological rationale. Such a rationale must adequately recognize and analyze the potential sources of error and discriminate the conditions of observation under
which the experiential aspects of reality as reported can and cannot be
assimilated into the interrelated system of functional relationships constituting psychological science. Only thus can the hard core of the
Watsonian critique be satisfactorily met. The extent to which it can
be met is after all not an a priori matter or one to be decided autistically, however great the felt urgency to make science "meaningful," but
one which must beJdecided empirically, and with full recognition of
its difficulties. The extent to which experiential variables may be assimi-

lated into the body of psychological science might in practice have
proven to be limited to the necessary but qualitatively trivial role of
perceived pointer readings in physics. The argument in favor of this
possibility is on its face persuasive. How can any event, such as a particular experience of an individual, directly accessible only to one person
and thus absolutely private, and, as a unique event, uncheckable, serve
as a basis for the establishment of scientific laws? Such a possibility
appears in principle incompatible with the accepted supra-individual or
public character of science. It has thus been frequently assumed that
only those events which in principle can be simultaneously observed
by multiple observers whose independent reports in turn may be observed and compared, also by multiple observers termed experimentersonly such events may be accepted as constituting a legitimate observational basis for science.
In general methodological discussions, the original observational basis
is often almost taken for granted without any detailed specification of
assumed conditions. Thus, it is assumed that, under so-called standard,
but frequently unspecified conditions, any normal person will see a
green field as green, and the oaks on its edges as spreading out in threedimensional space. Or, it may be proposed-if reports on green fields
or oaks on their edges are not in complete agreement "let us get back
to the pointer readings of the physical scientist-where agreement is
assured." Psychologists, however, perhaps shocked by such an epistemologically uncritical position, and impressed by the possible lacks in
correspondence between one's experience and one's report of it, have
frequently taken a radically opposed position. They have insisted that
only verbal reports by the observing subject of his own experience, including that of another's behavior, or perhaps better, written statements
concerning experience or behavior, or, even better, graphic records of
the consequences of such behavior are public and, therefore, safe starting points for the science of psychology. Thus, observable written words
or sentences have become acceptable scientific data, but the individual's
experiences to which they may refer, that is, the experiential referents
of those words, are disenfranchised as private and, therefore, illegitimate.
Let us examine in more detail whether such an intransigent insistence
upon the criterion of interobserver agreement with respect to the particular observations upon which science rests is either necessary or de-
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sirable. Let us also examine the conditions under which the criterion
may be applied without hampering scientific advance. Unfortunately
for us, philosophers of science have discussed this problem chiefly in
terms of physical science. It is therefore worthwhile to consider briefly
the differential consequences for physics and for psychology of the two
just suggested restricted observational bases (i.e., pointer readings and
verbal reports).
In physics, it has gradually become possible to make many datayielding experimental observations by reading the dials of scientific instruments, the so-called pointer readings. This is a type of perceptual
situation specifically designea to maximize accuracy of observation and
thus also interobserver agreement in the report of observation. Physics
has achieved primary reliance upon such a type of observational situation only after a long period of development. At present, this type has
definite advantages and sets only minor restrictions on the investigation
of a wide range of physical events. This present state of affairs depends,
however, upon several basic facts. The specificity of inferences permitted
by the detailed character of current physical knowledge makes it possible to connect physically and deductively that part of the situation
observed (the instrument dial) with the actual events in the physical
systems being studied in such a way that almost any process may be
determinately related to standard physical instruments (the character
of whose internal structure and processes is of course known in complete detail). Secondly, the perceptual experience involved is reduced
to that of displacement of a pointer on the dial or scale of a measuring instrument. Apparently, for such perceptions to yield inter-individual
consistency of report, the only important preconditions within the observer are adequate visual acuity, attention, and a minimal level of verbal
articulateness. Finally, the physicist uses perceptual experiences in any
case solely as indifferent indicators of the events in which he is directly
interested. Accuracy and consistency of report are his only concerns
arid he can and does ignore the particular phenomenal properties on
which the report is based. They are mere epistemological handles necessary for the check of his theory against reality, but the locus of his
scientific concqn is elsewhere. As Pratt (15) points out, the present
physicist leaves the level of observation almost immediately, further
descriptive analysis of the experienced world would profit him little if
at all, and the experiences against which he does check his scientific

inferences have no intimate or intrinsic relationship or correspondence
with his scientific (explanatory) constructs.
With regard to each of these considerations, current psychology differs radically from current physics. The first and most vital difference
consists in the content of the two sciences. In contrast to physics, psychology is interested in the experience and behavior of, and events
within, the human organism, not in external events per se. The processes intervening between external stimulus conditions and reactive behavior are certainly complex. No human behavior can be adequately
explained without reference to them. And in the vastly important class
of primarily endogenously regulated actions, they provide the major key
to understanding and prediction of behavior. (Furthermore, one of the
currently most misleading practices in psychology is that of assuming
that an explanation is provided by functional relationships between external independent and dependent variables affecting a system, itself
consisting of a complex set of variables which are merely kept constant
in the experimental situation.) Experience or awareness is presumably
more directly dependent upon these intervening processes than is overt
behavior, including verbal report. This remains true even though we
have difficulty in specifying any basic postulate, such as that of isomorphism, expressing in detail the form of this dependence. And it
is extremely likely that clues as to the properties of these intermediate
processes may be yielded by sensitive phenomenal description. However, wholly aside from this heuristic consideration, the phenomenal
characteristics of our perceptual and other behavior in themselves constitute an aspect of the universe with which it is the peculiar task of
psychology to deal scientifi.caIIy.
Secondly, the lack of .specificity in the functional relations constituting present psychology does not permit us to construct observational
situations in which important features of complex human activities are
unambiguously linked via recording apparatus to simple pointer readings characterizable only in terms of a physical-thing language. To take
aspects of peripheral behavior as indicators of . central events with the
same specificity as pointer readings are taken by physics would. require
that our knowledge of the effector processes intervening.between them
and these .central processes (i.e., those underlying the experience or
constituting the implicit behavior) be as detailed and determinate as
that of the processes of the interior of the physical measuring instru-
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ments connecting its moving pointer to the relevant properties of the
physical event in which the physicist is interested. In such cases these
effector processes (or these plus the recording instrument) are for the
psychologist or the physiologist the equivalent of the measuring instrument alone for the physicist. They mediate between the events observed
and the events constituting, in the particular experiment, the locus of
concern of the scientist. In the case of psychology as in physics, the
experimenter's locus of concern is operationally determinable by the
terms of the hypothesis he proposes to test and by the type of generalization he makes of his experimental findings (i.e., of the laws they
are taken to define) . If we are interested in relating to their determining conditions the significant features of human and animal behavior,
including the perceptual activity of experiencing, we cannot limit ourselves to observations determined primarily by external conditions . All
psychologically relevant experience is in some degree, and most of it
is in a marked degree, conditioned by internal states and processes of
the individual. Therefore, restriction of observational situations to those
in which the role of internal determinants is minimized, as in the observations of physics, disastrously limits the range of psychological events
that can be directly reported.
It is true that psychology has gained by utilizing observational situations similar to those of physics. Concentration of experimental attention on kinds or aspects of behavior especially of animals capable of
being connected to physical measuring instruments has permitted the
determination of quantitative and quasi-quantitative relationships of
great interest. We are concerned here, however, with the consequences
of too exclusive a utilization of such situations. Carried to the extreme
to which much methodological discussion would indicate as desirable,
it would result in the exclusion, in principle, of all experience in the
production of which differences in past experience, in special capacities,
in present motivation, or in personality, would play a significant role,
as well as those differences in receptor equipment and attention affecting observation in standard physical situations. Thus would be excluded
all the more ' complex experiences of everyday life, all those constituting
the working data of the clinical psychologist, and the whole range of
artistically creative experiences as well as those which constitute the subject matter of the humanistic disciplines. In other words, in the interest
of achieving scientific objectivity, description of all most characteris-

tically human experience is avoided as failing to achieve the criterion
of general inter-observer agreement so frequently insisted upon as scientifically necessary. (See Spence, 16, for a forceful recent restatement of
this point.)
I should like to suggest that this criterion, as generally stated, is not
a necessary one for sciei1tific observation. Rather, developments in our
knowledge of perception provide the possibility, in principle, of transcending the difficulties raised by inter-individual variability in reports
on experience. Since science seeks to formulate systems of functional
interrelationships (laws) between certain characteristics of events and
their relevant conditions, the "objectivity" required by science means
only that under given specifiable and manipulable conditions, repeatable
events (in the present context, repeatable experiences) can be shown
to recur. Whether or not we can directly check the individual occurrence of a particular experience becomes therefore of only minor importance if the experience uniformly recurs under adequately specified
conditions. Furthermore, specification of the conditions need not, as
in physics, be primarily in terms of the external situation. It may require, in addition, a detailed and even elaborate specification of personal,
or organismic, conditions. Adequate specification of the relevant personal variables will at present often not be possible without further
research. However, present technical difficulties should not obscure the
matter of the methodological principle here involved. Techniques of
experimental manipulation and control of internal variables will increase
in adequacy with increasing knowledge both of perceptual and effector
processes (just as with physics the development of precision of laws
and measuring instruments has been a circular process). Manipulation
of the conditions under which, for instance, occurrence of musical experiences of specified characteristics may be predicted, may involve years
of training of a person of defined musical abilities. The number of such
persons available for experimental subjecti
to controlled auditory
stimulus events might not be large. However, this would not, in principle, invalidate the scientific objectivity or repeatability of the functional relationships that might be obtained with this limited number
of observers possessing specified characteristics. Again an observation
need not be repeatable by any given person picked randomly from the
street. or from the classroom, in order for it to serve as an adequate
basis for establishment of psychological laws. It is required only that
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it be repeatable under specifiable external and internal conditions, even
though, practically, this may limit its repetition to a very restricted set of
persons. I am, therefore, suggesting that the more general and, to me,
acceptable, objective intended by the current criterion of "public character of individual observations" or of interobserver agreement would
be better and more flexibly served by the substitution of the criterion
of repeatability of obtained functional relationships between specified
experiences and specified conditions (external and internal).
The importance of specification of hitherto unstressed internal conditions may be illustrated by reference to the recent work of one of
my colleagues, Dr. M. Gaffron. Her observations on the effect of rightleft mirror-image reversals in painting and etchings provide striking phenomenal indications of processes which may enter in a very basic way
into the perception of three-dimensional space ( 3, 4). Individual subjects are variously sensitive toward the various components of the complex phenomenal effects of right-left reversal. Such effects include shifts
in the felt location of the observer within the picture space, the direction from which individuals within the picture space are felt to be perceived, the internal groupings of such individuals as determined by
spatial arrangement or by their personal inter-relationships. Such felt
differences indicate the necessity of investigating laterality and the
complexities of brain dominances in human observers. The effects of
hitherto neglected factors of laterality may not only explain variations
in the results of such perceptual experiments but, upon more adequate
specification, may lead to the discovery of new dimensions of human
experience.
Paradoxically, considering Titchener's position, the possibility of incorporating phenomenal observations of complex experiences into lawful
relationships (i.e., into science) will depend upon the developments of
techniques of diagnosis (projective and other techniques of so-called
clinical or individual difference psychology) of internal, personal variables, and upon techniques of controlling them, as much as upon the
controls of external stimulus variables. It will also depend upon the
development of a more adequate knowledge of the processes of perceptual learning.
We thus urge the advantage of a broadened range of phenomenal experiences upon which psychology may be based, and obversely, deny that
they need be limited only to those upon which general intersubjective

agreement can be obtained. A more extreme form of the position here
rejected lies in the contention that the difficulties of phenomenal observation and report can best be avoided by recourse to so-called objective experimentation · with animals.
It has been asserted that in objective experiments with rats Lashley
has demonstrated the major facts concerning perceptual grouping, figureground differentiation and the like, originally reported by Wertheimer,
Rubin, and Kohler in human "introspective" experiments. The implication that human reports on experience were therefore dispensable is
incorrect. Science consists of far more than confirming already observed
relationships. Strategically the important advance was the initial identification or discovery of these experiences at the human level. This
constituted the pre-condition for their subsequent check at the animal
level. As the original human observations in the history of the psychology of simple perceptual forms have historically preceded confirmation of similar functional relationships at the animal level, so we may
expect that identification of the characteristics of more complex experiences of greater human significance will be made by observers sensitized
to such features of their own experience. The work of Michotte and
his co-workers on the phenomenal characteristics of the perception of
"mechanical causality," "reality," and "permanence" provide illustrations ( 14). Furthermore, such observations will not be invalidated if
they are never confirmed at the animal level.
An examination of some of the ways in which useful descriptive categories have originated would be relevant to the present argument. The
standard sensory attributes such as pitch or loudness distinguished within the Wundtian-Titchenerian tradition arose out of a tendency to
identify the simplest dimensions of uncomplicated experience. Doubtless, knowledge of the dimensions of physical stimuli played a certain
role in their initial identification. But such a phenomenal dimension
as tonal volume scarcely arose in this way. Contrariwise, the initial
specification of the phenomenal characteristics of such experiences as
figure-ground by Rubin or the varieties of apparent movement by
Wertheimer arose from a free unrestricted description of their experiences. Later, general acceptance of these phenomenal categories came
after sufficient determination of their stimulus conditions and formulation of adequate instructions enabled other observers consistently to
identify and report these features in their own experiences. I suggest that
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twentieth-century sensory psycho-physics has exploited the capital of
phenomenological distinctions made in the nineteenth century-and am
apprehensive that no new comparable wealth of phenomenal distinctions
relevant to more complex perceptions is being presently accumulated.
At times mixtures of physiological theory, of physical conceptions
of the stimulus, and of properly naive phenomenal description have
yielded valuable new distinctions. One illustration is that of perceptual
segregation, introduced by Wertheimer and Kohler. It was probably
derived in part from speculations as to brain functioning. The more
recent suggestions by Gibson that surfaces, edges, and texture gradients
constitute the basic phenomenal dimensions of three-dimensional space
doubtless derive in part from a geometrical and physical analysis of
the characteristics of the optical stimulus ( 5, 6).
There is no reason why the constructive role of phenomenological
description should be confined to the area of perception as traditionally
conceived. Quite to the contrary, I would urge that its more systematic
extension to other areas would provide a powerful tool to initial identification of significant variables, and, in the idiom of my colleague
S. Koch, further the pre-conditions for incipient theory. McLeod ( 12,
13) and Asch ( 1) have strongly argued this point with regard to social
psychology. Fritz Heider (8, 9) has shown the possibilities of identification of different action attributes. Koch has recently illustrated the
forcefulness with which a set of personal phenomenal observations may
be brought to bear upon the general mode of thinking about motivational processes ( 11). That certain central systematic motivational concepts (e.g., Lewin's Aufforderungscharacter, Murray's press) have had
phenomenal overtones may have been neither wholly unintentional nor
without virtue.
A further potential empirical gain stemming from the present argument is the factual contribution which would result from more systematic phenomenal characterizations of the less usual kinds of experience;
that is, those kinds traditionally regarded as scientifically unusable because of lack of sufficient intersubjective agreement in reporting them.
Such experiences would typically occur in situations in which some type
of internal factor plays an unusually predominant role, or in which the
total situation is one which for practical and humanitarian reasons would
not be experimentally instituted. Acute situations of great danger, of
great stress, of unusual deprivation, of drug addiction or administra-

tion, are examples of one type. Psychiatrically or neuropathologically
abnormal individuals, both in chronic and in acute situations such as
that of brain operation, provide further examples. Observations under
such conditions are by no means lacking but their systematic utilization
has been. The point to be made here is that the potential advantage
to be gained by more systematic use of those unusual situations is, in
principle, the same as that widely recognized in the area of complex
motivation. There, discovery of important features of the interplay of
motives in normal situations has been gained by attention to their exaggerated manifestations under abnormal conditions. In the present context, it is suggested that phenomenal dimensions, as for instance that of
reality-unreality, which in usual experience may not vary enough to be
noticed, may exhibit themselves more clearly under unusual conditions.
Further examples of the same point are provided by instances of experience dependent upon rare characteristics of the observer such as exceptional training or special talent, particularly as combined in the
creative artist or thinker of high capacity.
Psychology need not fall prey to the common attitude that genuine
values in a democratic framework are limited only to those achievable
by all men. It has much to gain by consciously seeking to identify and
determine the conditions of the more rarely occurring experiences even
if they only occur with more differentiated human beings. We may
expect that their identification will be followed, if more slowly, by a
specification of their conditions, which would constitute the occasion
of their assimilation by psychological science. This is not to suggest
that there are no limitations to such scientific assimilation. There well
may be inherent limitations derived from the special attitudes under
which some types of experience occur and those necessary for adequate
observation and verbal report. Here, I have been more concerned to
point out that such limitations may be far more closely approximated
than to attempt to determine their exact character. For fuller exploitation of phenomenal experiences under unusual conditions, it is clear
that fuller knowledge of the interrelationships between experience and
the report on it is required.
A few remarks may be made as to general conditions which would
be favorable to the discovery of new phenomenal characteristics. It is
quite probable that individuals vary considerably in their awareness of
the phenomenal dimensions or characteristics of experience. Such aware-
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ness may well be decreased by the inevitable emphasis developed in
scientific activity upon conceptual categorization and enhanced by a
certain reluctance immediately to categorize experience in terms of
the characteristics traditionally recognized in the language of technical
psychology or of everyday language. Let us refer to individuals capable
of freeing themselves from traditional categorization, as experientially
sensitive observers. Certainly an increased number of such among psychologists would be desirable.
Another precondition for progress in phenomenal observation is a
more general trust in one's own experience. Recent generations of psychology students are extraordinarily reluctant to trust any of their own
descriptions of their own experience not immediately confirmed by
the reports of any happenstance bystander quite without reference to
whether certain conditions of training, attitude, motivation, and the like
are required for occurrence of the phenomenal characteristic in question.
This is apt to be accompanied by a corresponding uncritical acceptance
of the significance of verbal reports of others provided considerable
agreement is exhibited among them, often without even raising the
question of the character of the relationship between the words of
the report and their referents in the experience of the individual. This
is reflected also in the frequent uncritical acceptance of graphic records without adequate consideration of their relation to the underlying
events. All of these features stem from the neglect of experience of the
individual as having direct scientific status in current psychology.
One of the most urgent technical questions involves the relationship
between experience and its various indicators. A major source of confusion stems from the identification of a property of experience with
its most frequent indicator-the verbal report-that is, of identifying a
red experience with the report "it is red," or of the felt experience of
the plastic character of a piece of sculpture with the report "it is plastic."
Explicit justification of this practice on operational grounds (see Stevens,
17) seems not to be currently maintained (2, 15, 16) and yet, in practice, as Boring has recently indicated (2), actual concern is apt to be
deflected from the experiential referent to its operational index, the report. And, since the "report" is publicly observable and is a "response,"
it tends to be regarded as the significant end term of the functional relationship being established. It is also frequently treated as a sheer
response, with neglect of its referent, phenomenal experience. However

one may protest that this constitutes an unnecessary distortion of the
essentials of the behavioristic analysis, there remains the incontrovertible
historical fact of pragmatic significance that, within the last thirty years,
no new phenomenological distinctions have arisen out of investigations
by any behavioristically oriented psychologists.
Furthermore, since the behavioristic formulation shifts the burden
of scientific responsibility from the report of the subject to the report
of the experimenter, no incentive exists for a more adequate analysis of
the processes intervening between occurrence of and report on experience. Fortunately for the behaviorist, there exists no need within his
formulations to search for le mot juste-to adequately characterize any
of his experiences. The current attitude is that it is the behavior that
counts-and that means the report, not its forgotten referent, the
experience.
Yet, obviously, a more intensive analysis of the interrelation of language and experience is required. Even a more central and general problem, however, lies in the analysis of meaning in behavior, not only
linguistic behavior. Thus, it is often strictly irrelevant whether an observer reports in verbal terms the presence of a phenomenal characteristic, or presses a key after an appropriate verbal instruction from the
experimenter. There is thus a functional equivalence of the role of verbal
instruction and of verbal report. The meaning of the key-pressing behavior may be identical with that of a verbal characterization. And,
under certain conditions often achieved only with laborious effort, this
meaning may be established by non-verbal training methods. A specification of these conditions would be equivalent to a statement of the
conditions under which language develops. But these problems cannot
be further pursued here.
One final comment concerning the current devaluation of free unrestricted description in experimental phenomenal analysis. Graham has
characterized free description as being on the level of casual conversation and recognizes only reports highly restricted by instructions as of
scientific value (7). This ignores the role played by free description
of experience in the essential developmental stage of identification of
new phenomenal categories. Initially, the individual psychological observer need not be able by himself to specify a particular phenomenal
dimension which nevertheless he may be perfectly capable of reporting
if requested by the experimenter to do so through appropriate instruc-
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tions. But before the determining conditions of an experience can be
established, at any level of parametric detail, the significant phenomenal
characteristics of the experience must first be identified. And this is in
a sense a creative task. I am by no means identifying this task with the
whole task of science. But in the early stages, it may constitute a very
critical phase of scientific advance, and psychology in most of its fields
is in such an early stage of development.
To recapitulate, I have stressed the significance of our conscious experiences for the science of psychology in respect both to the development of new knowledge and to the character of the content of psychology. Discussions of scientific method, particularly in the context
of behavioristic psychology, have tended to stress problems of testability, of concepts and of functional relations, relatively neglecting the
extent to which either the concepts or functional relations investigated
correspond to those aspects of the universe which in some sense are
most central and significant for the area of reality with which the
science deals. I have contended that an acceptance of the necessity,
in principle, of general intersubjective agreement on individual observations, and a too exclusive concern with verbal reports as such rather
than with the experiences to which they refer, have together enormously
narrowed the range of experiences regarded as legitimately accessible to
psychological science. Among other consequences, this has resulted in
an unfortunate and unnecessarily wide gap between psychological science
and the humanities as branches of knowledge; it has limited advances
in areas of scientific psychology itself even outside that of perception,
notably in those of motivation and social psychology.
Great technical difficulties in specifying the relations between experience and report still remain. It is my conviction that these technical
difficulties are soluble with sufficient insight and experimental effort,
but that a general precondition of their solution resides in a change in
the climate of opinion in which psychologists work. Such a change
would involve a more general trust in observation of one's own experience, and an increased recognition of the scientific legitimacy of the
observation of more rarely occurring experiences provided that the conditions of such experiences are specifiable. Finally, and this I cannot
overstress, such a change would involve clearer recognition that full
development of psychology as a science requires that a sufficient number
of its scientific observers and experimenters must themselves be highly

developed in those characteristics which are most essentially and significantly human.
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